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NEW UPDATED Reserve WITH THE SAME 36 Cards - The Black Angel Cards certainly are a deck of 36 cards and
accompanying book that show you into deep reflection. From the deep reflection you will gain insight into your life and
be able to transform that which makes you suffer. The Cards are selected in a spread that you create and the text
messages are read together with your life in mind. These Cards are used by many with different spiritual and spiritual
backgrounds. Many psychotherapists, existence instructors, diviners, seers, psychic visitors, classroom teachers,
workshop facilitators and even more use these cards with their clients. They may be used with family and friends as
well.s lifestyle. (blackangelscards. No encounter is necessary. Only a willingness to find into one&apos; We've 100 decks
in share at Amazon.com).com.
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Definitely Worthy of It! I love the book that was included with the cards aswell. These cards are quite huge, about how
big is your hands. The artwork is quite colorful and I like how each card is a good representation of it's name, plus they
each is Afrikan women. Beautiful artwork!!The pack of cards also have a guide book and I must mention that they were
dispatched quickly from the USA and arrived quickly in the united kingdom. I also recommend that you adopt a program
that you do every time you make use of your cards (example: a combination of calling on your ancestors/spirit guides to
be present, hearing positive music, etc.). In any case, I really feel like these cards possess good depictions of dark
femininity, and I'm really glad I bought them. The Black Angel Cards Are A Very Beautiful And Unique Set Of Cards The
Dark Angel cards are beautiful, they really capture the essence of fine art from the African diaspora, aswell needless to
say art from sub Saharan Africa itself. The depictions are perfect! If you appreciate using Tarot cards and angel cards
and oracle cards you're bound to love these beauties! The overall meaning of (any group of) oracle cards could be
discovered from a book, but you learn to use your personal intuition and add your own meaning to them, too. I’m very
pleased Art work was beautiful! I've rather huge hands for a female and the cards experience much too big and
awkward to comfortably and easily shuffle no matter if I shuffle them horizontally or vertically, I believe also if the cards
were to be lower around the edges to reduce their size, they would be too big for most people to shuffle with ease of
use.Apart from the size - the Dark Angel cards are excellent so I've given them the highest ranking because they're the
best African themed angel / oracle cards available and any serious card reader ought to have this lovely occur their
collection. She resonated with them as soon as she opened the container! They are beautiful, good quality and the book
that comes with it really is thorough. My only complaint would be the size, they're big and cant be shuffled like a
standard size deck however the accuracy is most important. You surely won't be disappointed. I finally found a deck
that I can relate to and may make use of to reconnect with my Black Womanness. I really like that! I liked the purpose of
this Afrocentric deck I liked the purpose of this Afrocentric deck.! I love the artwork. She adores them. I bought them for
my daughter. Lovely! The cards are great and sturdy and can last for a long time. Very Accurate I get Extremely accurate
reads when I take advantage of these cards.! Five Stars Great deck! They are huge, and a little bit problematic for me to
handle. I like that I didn't need to buy the book individually, and it's a really big help especially for those who never
used oracle cards and/or don't know any or many spreads. I'll get some for myself!I really do think that the card
developer and the card manufacturer would do well to produce a new edition of the cards to make them smaller. The
cards was billed I was able to feel the energy when they arrived the box. I like the artwork, and the book that is included
with them. Very detailed and to the idea. If you’re looking for cards with light and like these are it! Check all cards once
you get them I simply realized that I have 2 Dark Angel Cards and I'm missing The Warrior Card? It's a striking set, but
We dont want to pay to displace them b/c I missed the return window Thin cardstock The cards are beautiful, and large,
which I love. The actual cardstock leaves something to end up being desired. The cards are really slim and flimsy. I also
just like the book. Without doubt, 20 out of 10 As a Black woman, this self-affirming deck is the best set I've ever been
in touch with. Buy it. Simply Amazing These cards are so amazing. Great divination tool Like these cards. I'm a beginner
plus they are clear and easy to learn.
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